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In the United States 'over the past five yearS, the volume of research
and writing on sex differences n languige has increased !Oramatically.
Many persons here today have contributed .to this literature, which seems
to have been at least in part prompted, by.the belief that changes in usage
are 'and shduld be taking place. Following delineations'eatlier.suggested
by Furfey (1944), work has been focused on langluagethenges'due to the
sex of (a) the 'speaker",(b) the, hearer, ''and (c) the person or thing spoken
or written about. The last of these analytic distinctions 'thuS centers on
the use offlanguage to identify persons or whatever in tens of-their sex,
exemplifying what has come to. .be known ,as "referential language.1'

In the research we are repc.rting upon, we investigated the claim
that thereexist in the English Language a number-of terms, which refer to
people apart from the sex ascribed to them. These allegedly sex-neutral
words or phrases, alsosobetimes called "generics," are exemplified by
te'ms such as man, mankind, human being; ptpri, individual, and the pronouns
he, him and his.- Even those that are denotatively masculine are assumed
to refer more generally to males and females. This view.of things dates

back at least to the British prescriptive grammarians of the Eighteenth
'Century, who argued that the masculine form is properly generic because it
logically encompasses the female. We may infer that in this case, as in
many others, logic is confused with sociocultural presuppositions..

Recently, however, this concept of the sex-neutral or inclusive term
has come into question. Some researchers hold that there is no actual sex-
neutral set of terms in English. Drawing evidence from current descriptive
lexicoffs (e.g., the Oxford. English plctIca) and linguistic analyses of
literature and the media, they argue that such terms as he and man do not
refer to women as well as men. They argue that if a sex - indefinite term
is actually to include women, special semantic ni.rkers must be added - lady
doctor, waitress, woman lawyer -, which they also argue, diminishes the
importance of the referents,

Thislack of equivalence in "sh ing" a referent is well documented
in the.current literature. To cite one example only, Graham (1975), at
lexicographer, conducted a computer analysis of usage of the 1973 edition
of the American Heritage RLItliLEILE. She fonnd that out of 940 citations
for he, 79 percent referred to male human beings, 13% to male animals, .and
4% to persons such as,farmers.assumed to be male. She determined that only

*For presentation with modifications at the World Congress of Soci
Uppsala, August 14-19, 1978, RC 25 Sociolinguistics: Section 3.



4% of these citations, from the moKt _ equently used4:nblieation scs n schools

across- the country, could be called, nsex-eutraL axi., unspecified singUlaF
subject. -aTothar examples of such findings abdUnd i2T the Literature.

We were thus confronted with complementary assumptions,, both ,of
which others have identified as discriminatory: one is, that sex-neatral
terms ( "generics ") do exist in English and refer to both males and females;
did the other, that sex-neutral terms qi sex-inclusive terms, do not exist
in Engish. In the latter case, fethales are usually not included'aspart
of the referent or are so distinctly excluded that another terms must be
coined for them. These repres- extreme viewpoints forgach positiom.

TO check on these ass ptionS, we'asked the following research, ques-'
tions. 1. Do the refers is of the terms man, men, mankind, 1.12J.1-1J12E2),
human being(s), arson, eo le and the prnnominals he, him and his, include_
with male(s) and femal (s )? . If not, to-what referents do people,essign
these terms?

We also.reco nized that several factors could very well influence the
consultants' res onses. Non-linguistic factors obviously include sexkrand
age. Males and females may select different referenta., AO adults nay
select differe t lqferents from children. So we asked 3.-'Dn the sex and"-
age of the ccgisultants influence their choice of a referent for a term?

kpos-i:blemajor linguistic variable is
thiS stud a'sentence,in which one or more
Study appear.- From Studies in pragmatics, we
the interpretation of'lexical items. Hence,',

was 4./ Does the context in which a termappe
selected'for it?

that of context, defined`_ in
of the specified terms under
know that context influences
he final question we asked
s influence the referent

Method
e ---------49

Consultants were,selected on the basis of sex and age. One age group
onsisted of 11 year olds and a second; of adults whose ages ranged
ate 17,to 25 years. The sex distribution within each group was, for

/11 year olds, 20 males and 23 females, and for the adults, 64 males and 63
females. CultIrrel identity and race were controlled for in that all the
respondents were-white members of mainstream culture in the U.S.A. That
restriction was, deemed necessary'for several reasons: 1) the feminist
movement in the U.S.A. is predominately a middle class phenomenon and
2) what Ulf Hannerz, (1969), a Swede, identified as ' "mainstream culture"

'is the dominant one in. the United States. Women and men in subordinated
cultures in the U.S.A. tend not to participate in the same ways nor
necessarily to shake the same sets of vafues (including Feminist 6nes).
The choice df referents by such persons its subject matter for other
research.

There are obviously developmental influences upon the' learning of
sex roles in a society'.' That occurs as part of tha socialization prbcess.

.,part of sex roles is language behavior; individuals-learn to talk male or



female (Edelsky, 1977), with some differences,showing quite early (Sachs,
lieberman and Erickson 1973). We could also expect to find differences
in the comprehension as well as thq production of sex -related language.
Hence, we selected the different age groups. We should have liked to
include even younger consultants, but because the instrument we used
involved reading, we selected only children who were enrolled in the
fifth grade level or higher in U.S- schools. Most children of main-
stream culture read independently and fairly fluently. Below that level,
we couldn't be sure that inability t6 read might influence their responses
more than their comprehension of the task .aped response to it, subsequent
to that comprehension. E elsky (1977)' noted this same problem in her
study, so had the senten e read aloud to the 7, 9 and 12 year old con-
11sultants she included. e chose riot to read aloud to our younger con-
\sultamts because of the possibfe influence of,a Male or a. female voice
on their choices of referent .

e consultants responded-toothe instrument in normal class groupings 3

ina-school setting . They all-responded to,ao instrumentcontaining_40
sentences, 37 of which contained one of the terms man, men, Mankind,
individoal(s), human lojg_u(), person and mc23p. Four of those sentences e
also contained a form of the maseuline pronoun beef; e.g., A. working person
pays his own way. The other three sentences were clear ly marked for male
and female roleg, e.g., The best man shouldn't be late for the wedding.,
and Tit, fas1.4ion model watches her diet carefully. They were Included to
provide several clear choices of male and female referents.

A
As.a consultant read each sentence, he or she chose a single chart

from among. seven which they felt best illustrated "who thee sentence is
talking about."- The charts were lined up in alphabetical,order in the
front of therood. Chart A features_ 3 male figures; Chart,B a single
female; Chart C a single male; Chart D 3 females; Chart E two males and
two femalesprouped together; Chart F a single figure half female and half
male spliced-',ertically; and Ch rt Cthree of these female/male figures.
The figures were.based on .the,a oarnational sign symbols Ear male and fe--
male, with no identifying perso ai characteristics or facial features.
One could think of them ag abst acted male and female. The spliced
figures were an attempt to create visually the notion of a Single "sex-
indefinite." Plural inclusiveness is ,relatively simple to achieve
-visually by showing a group of males and females (Chart E). .But we also
included Chart G which was ja group Of these spliced figures to determine
whether there were some equivllence of choice with.CbarteE and C, or
-whether the spliced Figure signaled something quite dif ?ere

Choice was limited toa single chart fot each sentence and indicated
by circling the appropriate letter from the list A-C under eacliepience.

Consultants figished' the task by indicating -at the bottom of, the\

instrument their sec and age.

Respils_

The data collected in e form of chart chosen to represent, A
referent for each sentence were subjected to a Component Analysis of



Variance CANOVA) to,4etermine the choice of refereats by sex ,andage for
all items. Tables 1 and 2 exhibit the results'of the CANOVA.

SOURCE SS

Table 1

CANOVA - Effects of Age and Sex upon

E.eferent Choices Aeress Items

DE MS'

Within Cells 1120.615 166 6.751
A (Sex) 24.133 1 24.133
B (Age) 39.116 1 39.116
AB (Sex X Age) 0.541 1 0.541

3.575 .060

5.794 .017

0.080 .778

Within Cells 577.472 166 3.479
A 3.984 1 3.984 1.145 .286
B 9.139 1 9.139 2.627 .107
AB 3.381 1 3.381 0.972 .326

Within Cells '2675.865 166 16.120
A 186.746 .1 186.746 11.585 .001*.

1.958 1 1.958 0.121 .728

18.27E 1' 18.276 1.134 .288

Within. Cells' 518422 166 3.125
0 .:77:6- 1 ',,' 0.776' 0.248 .619

36,.661 1 36.661 11.730 .001k
26.354 1 26.354 8.432 .004**

.

,Within Cells 4590%098 166 27.651
A 0.0014_ 1 0.001 0.000 .996
B 144.348 1 142.348 5.148 .025*

0.272 1 0.272. 0.010 .921

.Within. Cells 4285.965 166
A . 71.766 1 71.

2.818 1 2.81
31.457 1 31.,457

2.780'. .097

0.109 .742

1.218 .271

in Cell 1563,664 166 9.420
'72'.502 1. 72.502 7.697 .008;

0.901 , 1 '0.901 0.096 ..758

5.926 5926 0.629 .429
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations .for each Figure

Chosen by Age dgd.Sex Groups,

(date. from Table 1)

Younger 20 CNS M 5.850 3.500 7.350 .3.350 9.500 5.600 4.550
Males SD 2.601 2.188 4.069 2.254 ' 5.063 3.185 2.395

Older 64 CNS M -47609. '2.625 8.391 '1.328 11.703 6.938 v 4.266
Males SD 2.640 1.759 4.648 1.448 5.117 -4-.532 3.077

Younger 23 CNS M 4.870 3,304 6.391 1.826, 9.696 8.391 5.217
Females SD 2.833 2.285 3.299 1.969 4.050 6.625' 2.430

c=

-Older 63 CNS M 3.889 3.079 5.921 1.619 11.714 7.746 5.794
Females SD 2.463 1.688 3.503 1.818 5.810 5,.439 3.427

Table 1 shows the overall results and Table 2, the means and standard
deviations for each of the four consultant groups. By inspecting the
results in Table 2, we are able to ascertain contributions to the signifi-
cant differences We find for five of the seven charts in Table 1. We find
that young males and females selected Chart A more frequently than did
adults (p :.017), and there is a tendency for males to select it more
often than females. For Chart C, sex is the significant effect. Males, ,

both adult and younger, choose this chart more frequently (p 4 :001) than
did females. For Chart D, we find age and the interaction bgtwe n age and
sex to be significant (age - pc4.001, sex x age pc:Z.004). C nspicuously,
younger,males chos"e this chart most frequently; that is the source of the
age and sex interaction. This-was the only chart for which the CANOVA re.
vealed a significant interaction of this sorb.

We find the Older males and femals.ohosing,Chart E more freqdently
than the yo4tger consultants af both sexes (pd .025). This was also the
Most frequently chosen chart by all respondents, apart from their age andsex.

There were no significant differences found for Chart F, although
there was a trend toward sex afferentes :(pc.097).

-Fe_ les selected:Chart C more frequently than males as a referent
for the terms under study.(p g .006).

Looking at the charts where significant diffeences were found, we
find that Charts A.(3-males), D (3 females), and E (mixed males and females)
Were selected on. the basis of the age of the respondent, with thd younger
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ones opting f+or= charts remeswing either males or females;-biAt not both,
and 'the adults opting for a chart (EY:containing b-th, male and female
:igures.

.

/

Significant sex differences-iNthA-choice-of charts across all items
showed up in the predominantly male choice (across age) of 'he chart show=
ing a single male figure,(Candlfemales of both age groups most often.-
selected a oharL'shoWing a group of Spliced male/female figUres as A
referent for the items they had selected1.

,The single significant, interaction between age and sex was .the

choice of Chart D, depicting a graup.of females, where we found younger
males and females chasing the chart eAegereferent as well as females of, all
ages. Thus, the group to chosejthis -chart the least frequently Of all core
sultants were the adult males.

We also have information as to the chArts most and least frequently
.

chosen as referents by the total group of consultants. Char4 E was the
most frequently-selected referent a group of males and females. Lt

accountS for almost 26.5% of all referent choices. The second most fre-
quently chosen referent-was the' single spliced male/female figure, account-
ing for 18.1% of all choices. The third most frequently chosen was Chart C,

._.] the single. male.figure, garnering 17.54% of all referent choices. Fourth
in "pop larity" was Chart (3, the- group of spliced /figures (12.54%), trailed
by Chart A, the group of male figures (11.27%). Without a doubt, the two
lqast frequentlrchasen charts. were B and D, the single females and group
oaf females respectively at 6% far 8 and 5,397. for D. -'

f
Tne CANOyA shows that certain referent choices correlated significantly

with age and'se across all the terms studied. Percentage of referent choice'
gives. us data on most'"popular"-eo least "popular" chaices irrespective o'f
_age and sex. Out we also wanted o know in what ways the specific terms
related'to the refrents'chosen.

.

To examine possible contlext effect, we clustered the sentences co .ain-

ing the sane term. Sentence set Men, 5 sentences, showed some context
differentiation with main referent choices being-the chart picturing a, gra p
of males (A) at 36.5% and the chart picturing a group of males and females at
0.4%.

. .

Person, the tadfgt referent in 4 sentences, demonstrated a pattern of
referent choices which. were much more evenly distributed across the charts
than 'for men. However, for the sentence'rhe. overweight person should con-
sider dieting. ", the major referent choice was the single female figure
(37% for Ctilyt B), with the splica fe/Male figure (Chart F) a low second
at 18.8% of the resPonses% the other sentences containing person,'
Chart Q, single male, was selected slightly more frequently than any other
referent. People, the target term in 4 sentences, demonstrates a d14Zerent
response pattern from'its singular form person and one shoWing little
context effect. The overwhelming referent choice is the group of males
and females (Chart E) which accounts for02.75%-of all choices. This and -

the two spliced figure,char'ts account foi' 72.5% of%all-choices of-referents.

9



,Individual, the target term in 4 tences; denoasrat-es a bimodal
Achoice in 'that the charts chosen most c sistently .as referents _are the

eisingle spliced figure (Charts F at 20.5%) and the single male fi u re
(C,arts,C at 22%). The sentence, "The individu'al has certain rights in
Amorica.'1, deviated from this pattern in that 'the grloap of males and fe-::
males (Chart E) was the highest choice at 35.2 %'. Individuals, the target
word 4.n.4 sentences, demonstrated few,`iif any,.conte)st effect§ in that the
charts representing both males and fimeles E, F &b) were the most fre-
quently chosen , 64:4%. ,

Humet0heing, 1 -te target term in 4-sentences; is much like individuals,
in that Charts E, F &,p account. fgr 70.5% 01' all'reierent choir- with the
chart depicting a group of.males and female's the single most quent choice
at .38.77:, ev1 th4g4 the term` is singular. The .plural human teings, the'
targe term in 4 sentences, also deMonstrates the sew choice'pattern of
Charts E, F & G, with E and G aetounting for 64.5% ref ail, choirs, and
including F, 82% of all choices. The one possible context-effet probably
has something to do with reaction to the spliced figlares. For the sentence
"Human beings ar---Imperfect.", the charts depicting a group of spliced
figures (G), and the single-spliced figure (F) received 78% of the responses-

.

Mankind, the targetterm of 3 sentences,, shows little c'optext effect as.

it generally follows the pattern of'human beings, individuals and people,
with 65.5% of choices/for Charts El F & G. HoweveZ-1TTET1FTIP of males'
chart (A) is the tIpIrd nighest referent choice (17.8%) which is not the
case with human 1o; individual's and people. -A'context effect (p 44.00i)
is possibly due again to thp spliced figures. For the sentence "Mankind
faces an uncertain futurd ", Charts F and G showing these figureS accounted
fOr 53% of al:1 choiods.

Finally, we can also. consider-the d'ffect of forms of the pronoun he in
kentences. For the sentence "Man must trust hiemself.°& 58% of referent

-----%-

choices were the male Eigures (Charts A. and C), which ./as almost equal to
the 59% choice of these charts for the sentence "Man has a,basically violent
nature" For the sentence "The working person pays his own way.", the single
largest percentage of choices (31.69%) of any chart for all sentences contain-
ing pprson-was the choice of a single male figure (Chart C) as referent for
that sentence. We found almost the-same pattern in, the sentence "A wise
individual knows his4limits.",- where the single male figure (Chart C) was the
highest of any male referent choices (29%) far individual sentences and. ode
of the highest choices' of any referent in that set. The single counter case.
we find is the major referent for the sentence "The human beim uses his
intelligence to solve problems.'" The overwhelming choice was the group of
male and female figures (E) at 35%.

Finally we analyzed the data according to response to referents by sex
arul age for each so-called sex-neutral term we studied. aANUilkwas used to_
analyze responses to referents .acroSs all terMs, but it's obviously important
to look at

of
responses to terms individually to try to discer=n more specific

patterns of reSponse. Chi= square tests were used to determine significance
of differences in. response by agesmd sex.



One comparison made'was o fererit 2,(tepresented
by the figures on the charts) 'by set within in and ,aeross .thQ age groups.;
eg., childrenildren and adults, man wid Me the sentePaq "The world'
,needs honest men.", we foun4 a, general sex effect, In that ilieles 'of
both ages dlose the single male Were (Chart a more tretnently than
females who'chose'Chart E (mbteliwiles end females) toast ffecluentlr
(pe,t.01).- For man in "No man,can,"predict the future with uQreainrY."'
we found s6 effects within one age greuPlag lTt that youAgser males-Se-
lected mixed males and females -(Chartn more frequently 'than lothlger
females who_temAed to chboseeithet a group of males (A or a spiced
figure (F) 4.04).

For ?Mankind entered the space age in the 19901a.
and females showed significant differences in referen
chosing:a single male (C) andIMUted Males and feMaleS
chasing either the group of maleS.(k) or the spliced fe
(p(4.0045). 'Mere was also an overall sex affect; acv)
direction of hoice of a single na1e (C) by males and
(A) by females.

Looking at the term ndividl.x1, we found a clear picture when
combined with his as in "A wise _Aldtvidual knows 11-A'A 11 flat, '

Adult-males
ch ©sea singl'e male figure (C) m-E1";fgqwently '(p41:43) anyone else:.
For -ITIIKIA±aLt need to be challenged.", and "The lndjdua. hap r

rights in.hmerica.", we found the following signifigant
across ages. For the first sentence, males tended to
picting the single male figures (C):ohile females chose
either mixed males and females (E) or the group -of spliced figures (f)
(p 47.009) . For the second senrence, males tended ta,choose the chart.Lie-.
picting a single 'wale (C) , while f'emales text i d tv' choose the sing] e female:
(B) as referent (p .008).

fference
thachart de-

t freqUentlY

The directioq of the sex cliffee ces in/refe
.parson was as 'follows. In "The working p-.e.asz pays
the his present as another term Uhde study. The r
males tended to choose as referents the Single male
roup of males (X), while females tended toward the
(p 4.02). For the sentence, "A arise person spends -no
young and adult males chose the single male figur (C)
the referent for person, while fem4fes of both ages tended
single female (B) ,; 'These diffefences were significan't th :002 10a,1.

For the term human beAsa, we Found 'a similar pattern c f te5pottses but
with one differ nee. For the semtence "'Me human 1)ell2g is said to be Made'

females tende to choose the spliced figure (F). This di4erar,,e wasraigni7
in God's imag 1, males tended to cho9se a single male figure (C) , while

cant at .01. HoWever, for. "One day- hraLi.n will live fta space.", botha
males and females chose male referents, although males tended to choose the,
jingle finale= (C) and females the'grotip of males (A) (pcg.02). ?or "EverY
human being:ihas a right to life .% he significant differences were betwee
sexes in the adult age group. Males tended to choose-a single male r
(C), while females tended to choose the spliced figures (1 sue G) (p4"...,04



Generally,. we could conclude. that et
appear in reekrent Choices, malv tende o
and females tinded to chose either malts 613
female figures as referents.

Taking age differeeces,in reo ets enters as the major factor
.rather than sex differences, we fie one -sentence only, "No man
can,predict the future witcertaInty.", did the children show greater
consensus of refere t choices them the Ad Lt us one major result of
the Chi Square anasis was the findirt cha=t adult mats and females achieved
significant consensus a to tefetor ellotce for a term in 16 qentences,out

of-the 37.supposedly Sex-neutral mea5 tA "the instrepeeto the Oirection of
their choice may have been toward 411.7(k dale and female referents for a
'term as the CANOVA showed, but the is coesensus. Howeve there were
sentences to which the reSivrises not sigtifieaet either according to
sex-or age or both, demonstrating 1ln stgifjcaat'Qoosenens or split in
choice, of referent.

sex differences
e figures as °referents,

ed or spliced or

Surveying the tering'
one which showed significance in
'which it appeared. -All the other SD-C
mankind, human being (_s) dividua_
least once in sentences
ent choices.

Dis

he prorsoun was the only
across eLl sentences in

eutral terms, man, men,
and Z's el .were found at

differences in re4r-

glens

Considering the research queg bons 1) Do the referents of the so-
called sex - indefinite terms Wider study include males and females?
and 2) If not, to what referents did the CdxisiiLtartts assign the terms?

al:le-results indicate that-although etre re ex'snts chosdn for the /specific
terms may include both males and feMale6,i0Ut data fail to support the
notion of a consistenky ses-ind6finite terra in English due to the direc-
tion of the choices of referents. While, we found no totally sex-bound
choices of referents such as male figures, anly for the term man, we
found significant patterns in the feequeheyof choices of referents-which
indicate that for a portion or majority of ourconsatants, certain terms
or instances of -those terms tended not to function in a consistently sex-
indefluite manner. For example, tee mojer choice of referent for the
sentence "An overweight arson czn16i.der dieting." was the single
female figure (Clart B), along WItY1 the group of females (Chart D),
was the least dhosen referent across all terms. For Neil must trust in
himself.", we found the major refetett seLectiorn was the single male
figure (C).

A

We were able0 to scale our res
a continuum from most sex-indefinite
consensus achiev$d among the four co
females, boys .38'd girls). Hunan be
Sex-indefinite term, referent cho

hoice along
e based on ;the.

-Ps males and
red to fume ionas the most

beteg P and G, those depict
ling males and females together in some CeArteation, lea 1e also seemed to
function in much the same manlier ao h

L7ef iduaL and/person



functioned in a less sex - indefinite manner in that male referents were -

Consistently chosen as well as the mixed malerieMele cbartsk mankind pre
rented an even more Varied referent choice. Mad and -mom are, definitely
the least sex-inclusxve'terms studied, with Most referent choices being
the .dale figures (Charts ,A and C) , ,Evidently Man and -men tended to be

v\, perceived as terms referringkto males, both by Melds and females-
,

Thus, in our data, referent choice presents a mixed picture but
trends toward a consensus about the sex-inclusiVemess or Lack thereof
a term, .

10

) Do the sex and age of a consultant influence the choice of referent
for a term? The interaction of sex and age with referent choice` were marked
in our data. For example, males of both ages, adults and children, tended
to choose a single male figure (p 4.001) more frequently as la referent for -

all the terms studied, while females tended to choose the group of spliced
figures (Chart C) more frequently as a referent for all terms (p 4.006).
Thus, males tended to choose male referents, while females'teded,to choose
those We considered ex-indefinite or inclusive.-

Adult males and female tended to choose the mixed group of males and
females- (E) more frequentri, as referent for all terns than the children
did (pg.025). The children, both boys and girls, tended to,choose, more
frequently either, the charts depi=cting males or females,(A. and D), but not
both, as referents for all terms. Thme the adults seemed to select more
sex-indefinite referents for the terms studied than the children did.
Rather, their selections focused on sex-definite referents, either male or
female.

Finally, adults achieved Moue consensus in their selection of all
referents than the children Aid.'

4) Does the context in which the term appears influence the choice of
a referent? The contexts for the terms in our instrument do nctt seem to
generate-particularly strong effects. This-could, of course, be the result
of the particular sentences used in the instrument, thus specific to it.
Possibly the most interesting effect was found in the sentences"Human
bein-s are imperfect." and "Mankind` faces an uncertain future." for which
the referents were predominately the spliced figures, "Imperfect" and
"uncertain future" could have triggered that choice.

From our data we conclude that terms such as human and
tended to function as being more sex-inclusive than man andmen did, based
on referent choices- Man and men are definitely suspect in our study as
candidateS for the so-called generic, as is the pronoun he. These terms
were interpreted in afar less sex-indefinite manner, despite context and
age and sex of the consultant, than the others we studied. This finding is
consistent with that of Schneider and Hacker (1973) who reported that
college students taking a sociology course tended not to interpret the term
man as sex-indefinite but as definitely Male. Silveira (1978) noted that



response tImelin*therpart of women consultants was faster to picture
followingsentencep Such as "Man is mortal." than to pictures of

whenthey,were asked Wdecide if a'picture belonged to a tategory tamed
.'by the firStsword in the sentence. Nartyra also calls into question the,
, consistent function of lie as a sex-indefinite pronoun. She states The use
of 'they' and 'he or she' as alternative generic terms suggests that 'W
doesn't adequately cover the geperit territory" (1978, 135),

11

Taking the" terms we studied as a set; we cannot conclude that they
furktion consistently as sex-indefinites. Aim- can we conclude that a
single term such as person will function consistently as a sex-indefin
Our findings indicate that for our study, the.age and/or sex of the con-
sultant most heavily influenced the referent choice for a term, despite
the sentence Context in which the term appeared. Males tended to'chouse

&.tmale 'referents, while females opted for sex-indefinite or inclusive figures.
' And adults are evidently more socialized in some way in that their choices

of referents were more consistent than the children's.
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